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Stunner
Milky Chance

  Milky Chance - Stunner  

Standard tuning 

no capo 

Please rate ;)

F#m       C#m       E       A              F#m  
She was a stunner    riding high and I got low rank
    C#m      E         A                F#m 
and others    couldn t see what she was worth
       E       A           D              F#m  
on the party    behind the sunrise in the meadow
         E     A  A
month of july

F#m     C#m      E        A              F#m
I was a runner    running high without a stop
         C#m      E       A         F#m
sticking to the    imaginable spire-spot
       E       A           D              F#m
on the party    behind the sunrise in the meadow
         E     A  A
month of july

 
Bm                 F#m              
Come, come,  we go up to church
E            A              Bm             
and ring the bell of happiness  
         F#m         
we go so far and we
E             A
end up in the richest poverty    

Bm    F#m  
go up to church
E            A              Bm             
and ring the bell of happiness  
       F#m
and we end up
   E         A   
in richest poverty



She was a stunner  riding high and I got low rank 
and others  couldn t see what she was worth
on the party  behind the sunrise in the meadow
month of july

I was a runner  running high without a stop
sticking to the  imaginable spire-spot
on the party  behind the sunrise in the meadow
month of july

Come, come,  we go up to church
and ring the bell of happiness  we go so far and we
end up in the richest poverty                                                   
                                                     --> 2x
go up to church
and ring the bell of happiness  and we end up
in richest poverty                      

I was a runner  running high without a stop
sticking to the  imaginable spire-spot
on the party  behind the sunrise in the meadow
month of july

Come come  we go up to church
and ring the bell of happiness  we go so far and we
end up in richest poverty    
                                                     --> 2x
Go up to church
and ring the bell of happiness  and we end up
in richest poverty

Bm F#m   E A   Bm F#m   E A


